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ABSTRACT
How to abstractly reconstruct
features of "water" in the digital
realm and create new way of visual
expression through virtual spatial
experiences?
Just like painters using brushes,
poets using rhymes, musicians
using melodies and dancers using
body movements, this project tries
to explore the possibility of digital
tools for designers to develop a new
apparatus of art making.

IMAGE: Hiroshi Sugimoto,Caribbean Sea, Jamaica, 1980

Choosing WATER as the main
subject is based on its ubiquity and
neutrality. When we encounter
a body of water, we see a
manifestation of natural forces,
a reflectio n o f ever-changing
environments, and a testimony of
human intervention. There are lots
of potentials to explore and history
has left us enormous masterpieces
to study from. By looking at artworks
about water from different times
and cultures, I gradually develop my
own strategy for water expression.

Road Map: from Research to Design

PHASE 01: RESEARCH

References are collected from different times and cultures
for comparative study

PHASE 02: FORM FINDING PROCESS

Prototypes from the research are developed into several
spaces as scene settings for further actions

PHASE 03: ANIMATION

Camera movement controls
the experiential transition

PHASE 04: EDITING THE RAW MATERIALS

Experiements with different manipulation strategies like inversion, reversion,
overlaying, etc, to generate a wide variety of results

American Realism & Pop Art
Time: early to mid 20th century
Location: America & Britain

Dutch Golden Age Marine Paintings
Time: Dutch Golden Age. 17th century
Location: Netherlands

Romanticism

Time: late 18th to 19th century
Location: Europe

Japanese Ukiyo-e Paintings

Time: Edo Period. 17th to 19th Century
Location: Edo(Tokyo), Japan

Neolithic Potteries

Time: Neolithic period, Majiayao
culture. c. 3300 – c. 2000 BC
Location: Upper Yellow River, China

Southern Song Landscape Paintings

Time: Southern Song Dynasty. 12th to 13th Century
Location: Zhejiang, China

Impressionism, Post-Impressionism
& Fauvism
Time: mid 19th to early 20th century
Location: Europe (Paris as the center)

Conceptual Art, Minimalixm & Op Art
Time: from 1960s till now
Location: America & Europe

NIHONGA

Comparative Study - Pair 01
Water Pattern on Neolithic Potteries

Time: Neolithic period, Majiayao culture. c. 3300 – c. 2000 BC
Location: Upper Yellow River, China

Southern Song Landscape Paintings

Time: Southern Song Dynasty. c.1127 - c.1279 AD
Location: Zhejiang, China

The aesthetic of line works is a sophisticated feature of Chinese ink paintings,
and a primitive version of that could be found on the pattern design of
Neolithic potteries, which was thousands of years earlier.
The most significant patterns on these Neolithic potteries are the swirls and the waves, which are
typical motifs in Majiayao Phase of Yangshao Culture in the upper Yellow River region of China.
There are different theories about the genesis. Although the highly abstract form has opened
up multiple interpretations, the “water” explanation seems to be the most acceptable one for
contemporary viewers. The National Museum of China mentions that “it looks like ripples caused by
raindrops or the big and small swirls in a torrential river” in the introduction page. The smooth and
bold strokes with varied widths, and the dynamic among different swirls are all suggesting a high
artistic value that relates to the aesthetics of Chinese ancient art.
The ancient Chinese landscape paintings became sophisticated during Song and Yuan dynasties.
There are two ways of water expression. When depicting spacious panoramic views, water was
implicated by blank space or a few brushes under the rocks in a minimalist way. In some other
paintings that were focusing on an intimate scale or elaborate details for subjective flavor, it was no
longer the negative space and painters would use different brush strokes to outline the texture and
movement of water.
The most famous works about water at this time was the Water Studies by a court painter Ma Yuan
in Southern Song Dynasty. In this painting series, he had developed sophisticated techniques that
can comprehensively express different types of water, from quiet ripples to surging waves. As a
reflection of Chinese linear art, they have been inherited by later painters for hundreds of years.

Comparative Study - Pair 02
Brushstroke Aesthetic in Southern Song Landscape Paintings
Time: Southern Song Dynasty. 12th to 13th Century
Location: Zhejiang, China

Water in Japanese Ukiyo-e Paintings
Time: Edo Period. 17th to 19th Century
Location: Edo(Tokyo), Japan

Japanese art has been largely influenced by Chinese linear aesthetics, but
it has developed its own unique style of simplified outlines and vivid color
tones as a combination of both western and oriental techniques.
The artistic expression of water surface in Water Studies is tremendous and influencing not only
the later Chinese painters but also artists across the sea. The twelve sections on the silk scroll have
each depicted a different phenomenon of water landscape: the vast Dongting Lake, the surging
Yellow River, the rapid flowing Yangtze, the foggy ocean, the peaceful pond…For example, in
section 2 (Light Breeze at Dongting Lake), the harmonic waves with small sizes and a homogenous
distribution creates a lake surface with sustained breezes; in section 5 (The Vastness of the Yangtze
River), the sharp waves with big sizes and intensified crests depict a fast flow of a vast river; in
section 6 (Counter Currents in the Yellow River), the breaking waves and large harmonic waves
work together to represent a super rush torrent. He also applied a typical technique of Chinese ink
painting – trembling brushstroke – to achieve a vigorous variation of line quality. It is inspiring to
see how the minimal manipulation of lines and brushstrokes could reach such an exuberant effect.
A similar and more intensive expression could be seen in the Japanese Ukiyo-E woodblock prints
prevalent in the Edo period. Both Katsushika Hokusai and Utagawa Hiroshige have a large range
of landscape paintings about water. As one of the most famous among them, Under the Wave
off Kanagawa is not coming from nowhere. For example, the fluent outline and layering of color
tones shared some feature with Waves and Rocks, a painting by Hasegawa Tōhaku from the 16th
century, and the claw-shape breaking waves resembled the water in Rough Waves by Ogata
Kōrin from the 17th century. If tracing back further, both artists have been strongly influenced by
Chinese landscape paintings, so it is not surprising that Hokusai’s water has some similarities with
Ma Yuan’s expression. He also adopted the perspective and color usage from western paintings. In
a word, Katsushika Hokusai was a real master in blending different art types to create a new one.

Comparative Study - Pair 03
Marine Paintings in the Dutch Golden Age
Time: Dutch Golden Age. 17th century
Location: Netherlands

Romanticism

Time: late 18th to 19th century
Location: Europe

The realistic representation of water’s physical materiality, as being
transparent and volumetric, has gradually shifted to imaginative expression
of emotions and atmospheres.
Before the 17th century, water was rarely depicted as the main subject in the mainstream of
western figurative art. Mostly it only served as the background and environment for the theme,
for example the turquoise water with diamond-shape waves in The Birth of Venus. It was not
until Dutch Golden Age that Marine painting arose to be a distinct genre. Before that, some
Netherlandish painters have already started to include a wide expanse of water in their works.
One great example is the Naval Battle in the Gulf of Naples. Going to the Dutch Golden Age,
there are two directions of water expression – one is to depict the broad sea surface or peaceful
harbors with numerous ships that represent either the naval power or the mercantile wealth, as
in Amsterdam Harbor Scene, where the depiction of the ships’ reflection, the texture of softly
fluctuating waves and the gradual change of color have convincingly captured the natural beauty
of water; the second kind is to emphasis the destructive force of the water, and more importantly,
the optimism, perseverance and faith that support the Dutch to prevail against such calamities,
focusing more on the composition effect in which the great wave carrying the ship to the peak of
water, as in Christ in the Storm on the Lake of Galilee by Rembrandt in 1633.
From the late 18th century, Romanticism emerged as an alternative to the Rationalism of the
Enlightenment world. This movement emphasized intense emotion and free expression of the
artist, just as Charles Baudelaire wrote in 1846, “…neither in choice of subject nor in exact truth,
but in a way of feeling.” Some artists, like one of the greatest marine art masters Ivan Aivazovsky,
still used realistic elements to depict dramatic scenes, and most other leading figures like Caspar
David Friedrich, J. M. W. Turner and Eugène Delacroix, have developed a unique Romantic style
with atmospheric brushstrokes to emphasize the uncontrollable power of imaginative nature.

Comparative Study - Pair 04
Romanticism

Time: late 18th to 19th century
Location: Europe

Impressionism, Post-Impressionism and Fauvism
Time: mid 19th to early 20th century
Location: Europe (Paris as the center)

The early impressionists have followed and developed the romantic style
to capture the fleeting phenomenon of light and reflection. The later postimpressionists further pushed it against realism using wilder brushwork and
saturated colors.
The style of Romantic artists, such as Eugène Delacroix and J. M. W. Turner, has been followed and
further developed by early Impressionists. They have used freely brushed colors with very few
details to express a stronger emotion, which could be considered as the precursors of abstract
paintings. Claude Monet has carefully studied these techniques. In the painting La Grenouillère,
the short brushstrokes with unmixed colors build up an extraordinary effect on the vivid water.
There are four main colors – white for the specular effect, blue for the sky reflection, olivine for
the tree reflection, and the dark green as the shadow reflection. Although the brushstrokes are
blurring in the other parts, they are particularly clear, bold and contrasting in the water. A variation
in length also suggests the depth of field. The framing of view is neither too broad nor too narrow
so that viewers can really feel the ripples glistening under the sun.
The later movements of Post-Impressionism and Fauvism emerged as an extension beyond and
reaction against the naturalistic and realistic values retained by Impressionism. The brushwork
becomes wilder and colors are strident and arbitrary. The pointillist style Paul Signac developed
with Georges Seurat has pushed the short brushstroke technique to an extreme. They divided
the light into pure color elements in a methodical manner and arranged rectangular brushstrokes
with those colors, achieving a mosaic effect that will ultimately blend in the viewer’s eye. When
zooming in, the water has the most contrasting color juxtaposition, as it is reflecting everything
everywhere. The later Fauvism is a fusion of Van Gogh's Post-Impressionism and Seurat’s
pointillism. In a series of paintings about London cityscape between 1905 and 1906, Andre Derain
presented a fresh image of London with fragmentation of saturated colors, simplification of
geometry and freedom of brushwork.

Comparative Study - Pair 05
Water in Japanese Ukiyo-e Paintings
Time: Edo Period. 17th to 19th Century
Location: Edo(Tokyo), Japan

Impressionism, Post-Impressionism and Fauvism
Time: mid 19th to early 20th century
Location: Europe (Paris as the center)

European artists in the early 20th century were greatly influenced by
Japanese art, like Vincent van Gogh who has adopted the vigorous
composition and brushwork with strong colors from it.
In 1853, Japanese ports reopened to trade with the West. At the end of the 19th century,
Impressionism and Post-Impressionism was greatly influenced by Japanese art, as artists like Edgar
Degas, Claude Monet and Vincent van Gogh began to collect ukiyo-e prints. Vincent van Gogh has
described this huge admiration as Japonaiserie.
In terms of water expression, there are some characteristics in Hokusai’s works that could also
been perceived in some of the Impressionist art: simplified outlines and vivid color blocks work
together to create an in-between effect different from both line art from Chinese paintings and
smooth color gradient from traditional realistic oil paintings; vigorous composition with strong
contrast; highly abstractive representation with a graphical quality; an exuberant combination of
dots, curves and color filling…
Vincent van Gogh has adopted the exotic and joyful atmosphere, expanses of strong color from
Japanese Art. In his series Saintes-Maries, the artist not only produced several oil paintings of
seascape, but also some reed pen drawings that could be recognized as being influenced by UkiyoE’s style of using lines to express the movement of water. It is interesting to see both oil painting
and reed pen drawing in parallel with each other. Moving forward to Fauvism, the color contrast
became intenser and the geometry outline became more abstract, which led to a dramatic visual
effect that could also be identified in the Ukiyo-E prints.

Comparative Study - Pair 06
Post-Impressionism and Fauvism
Time: early 20th century
Location: Europe (Paris as the center)

American Realism and Pop Art
Time: early to mid-20th century
Location: America & Britain

Edward Hopper and David Hockney both have a recurring interest in
depicting water. The solitude composition, simplest detail, vibrant colors and
abstract flat surfaces were used to express the stillness and brightness that
are detached from the real world.
Edward Hopper, as the most modern and contemporary one among the American realist artists,
is famous for his “soft” realism that uses saturated color and simplified shapes to emphasize
contrast and create mood. New England seascape is one of the recurring themes in his works, and
most of these paintings depict strong light and fair weather, for example, the nearly all-blue sailing
scene in The Long Leg (1930), and the bright blues and whites dominated scene on a sunlit sea in
Ground Swell (1939). The solitude composition, simplest detail and large color planes have created
a mood of stillness.
During the mid- to late-1950s, Pop Art emerged as a movement to challenge the traditions of
fine art. David Hockney, as an important contributor to the British Pop Art movement in the
early 1960s, gained recognition for his semi-abstract style. After the first trip to Los Angeles in
1964, Hockney began to depict the swimming pools as a new form of “paradise”. He used clean
lines, vibrant colors and abstract flat surfaces to express openness and brightness of California
Modernism.
Comparing Hopper’s and Hockney’s paintings with artworks from the early 20th century, we could
find some shared features between them. The usage of bold and saturated colors makes them all
detached from the real world, even if they were depicting secular scenes. The water expression in
the works of Henri Rousseau, a self-taught master among Post-Impressionists, has demonstrated
his color techniques with a sense of flatness that could also be found in Hopper and Hockney’s
works.

Comparative Study - Pair 07
Water Pattern on Neolithic Potteries

Time: Neolithic period, Majiayao culture. c. 3300 – c. 2000 BC
Location: Upper Yellow River, China

Conceptual Art, Minimalixm & Op Art
Time: from 1960s till now
Location: America & Europe

Sol LeWitt and Bridget Riley have been exploring the compositions and
movements of waving curve, pure color and repetitive pattern. It is
interesting to see the resemblance between the contemporary artworks and
the primitive pattern on the Neolithic potteries.
Sol LeWitt was the founder of both Minimal and Conceptual art. He was most famous for the
conceptual wall drawings but also prolific in a wide range of media, for example the gouache
paintings on paper. In the 1980s, LeWitt started using gouache to produce free-flowing abstract
works in contrasting colors (with his own hands). They are often created in series based on a
specific motif. In the 1996’s series, Brushstrokes: Horizontal and Vertical, LeWitt used limited
pure colors of red, yellow, blue, white and black to explore the compositions and movements of
waving curves. He has developed a lot more drawings with the similar motif in the years after with
different color arrangements and brushstroke qualities.
Bridget Riley, as known for her singular op art paintings, has developed a large range of stripe
paintings with optical color mixture and simultaneous pattern. In the 1977’s series, Dominance
Portfolio, she used clean outlines, repetitive pattern of shifting undulation, and meticulous
composition of pure colors to create an illusion of glimmering curvy surface.
Although Sol LeWitt's and Bridget Riley's works are using similar language of abstractive curves,
repetitve pattern and pure color, LeWitt's brushstrokes have more handcraft feeling as it is rough
and uneven, while Riley has intentionally developed the super clean outlines with accurate
composition which led to a sense of mechanical and digital. It is also interesting to see that
LeWitt’s works have some similarities with the hand-drawn pattern on the Neolithic potteries
which were created thousands of years ago in a completely different cultural system.

Comparative Study - Pair 08
Pointillism & Fauvism

Time: early 20th century
Location: Europe (Paris as the center)

Op Art (Bridget Riley)

Time: from 1960s till now
Location: Britain

Bridget Riley's style was greatly influenced by pointillist Georges Seurat. They
both used the fragmented "points" with pure colors to suggest the sparkling
reflection of water under sunlight, but in different scales.
Bridget Riley’s abstract painting style was influenced by many sources, among which the
pointillist Georges Seurat is one of the most crucial. In 1959, Riley painted a copy of The Bridge
at Courbevoie and hanged in her studio ever since. She described it as a “tool” and investigated
Seurat’s technique of complementary colors. Her works of fragmented colors could be perceived
as a modern version of pointillism in a much more expanded scale. In her 1993’s work, Nataraja,
the bright hues with vivid composition suggested an intense, sparkling reflection under the
sunlight. Although the evidence of hand and brush is hidden behind the color flatness and outline
precision, which lead to a distanced coolness, the paintings still expresses a sensation that is
rooted in the natural world. It is not through a conventional pictorial representation of nature, but
an abstract reflection of the dynamic molecular structure.
There is another interesting parallel that I recognized, which is between Riley’s works and Fauvist
paintings. For a viewer like me, they shared a common feature of using saturated pure colors with
strong contrast, and a compositional language of fragmental pieces.

Curvilinear

Texture of Water

Fragmented

Reflection of Water

Rendering

Transparency of Water

THE FIRST 3D DEMO

Capturing the natural power and waving texture

DESIGN PRINCIPLES
01. Experiential
The exploration will focus on the immersive
experience instead of outsider view.
02. Abstract
The exploration is not about simulating the
real water but expressing the form features in
an abstract way.
03. Generative
The form manipulation process will start with
a prototype from each category.

Rippling

Surging

REFERENCES - CURVILINEAR

PROTOTYPES - CURVILINEAR

Scene 01: Surging

STEP 01

Prototype Unit Inspired by
The Great Wave off Kanagawa

STEP 02

Replicating Units for a Dynamic
Spatial Sequence

STEP 03

Connecting Multiple Pieces to create
a Continuous Prototype 2.0

PHASE 02: Form Generation

STEP 04

Duplicate the Prototype 2.0 Again to
Build up the Final Structure

Phase 03: Camera Movement

03_Lighten: f(a,b)=max(a,b)

02_Color Inversion

01_Sequence Offset

Phase 04: Video Editing

03_Difference: f(a,b)= abs(b-a)

02_Color Inversion

01_Sequence Reverse

Phase 04: Video Editing

Scene 02: Rippling

STEP 01

Prototype Unit Inspired by
the Rippling Texture

STEP 02

Enlarging the Ripple Texture to
Create Spatial Complexity

STEP 03

Adding the Vertical Element to
Increase the Dynamics

PHASE 02: Form Generation

STEP 04

Applying the Prototype Texture to
Surfaces for a Double Hierarchy

Phase 03: Camera Movement

03_Difference: f(a,b)= abs(b-a)

02_Color Inversion

01_Sequence Offset

Phase 04: Video Editing

03_Difference: f(a,b)= abs(b-a)

02_Color Inversion

01_Rotate 180°

Phase 04: Video Editing

Reflection

REFERENCES - FRAGMENTED

PROTOTYPE - FRAGMENTED

Scene 03: Reflection

STEP 01

Prototype Unit Inspired by
the Reflection on the Water Surface

STEP 02

Proliferating & Subdividing the
Fragments to Create Hierarchy

STEP 03

Flowing to a Waving Surface for
Variation of Experience

PHASE 02: Form Generation

STEP 04

Applying Different Color Tones to
Evoke the Glistening Effect

Phase 03: Camera Movement

02_Difference: f(a,b)= abs(b-a)

01_Color Inversion

Phase 04: Video Editing

03_Difference: f(a,b)= abs(b-a)

02_Color Inversion

01_Sequence Reverse

Phase 04: Video Editing

03_Difference: f(a,b)= abs(b-a)

02_Color Inversion

01_Scene 02: Rippling

Phase 04: Video Editing

Transparency

REFERENCES - RENDERING

PROTOTYPE - RENDERING

Scene 04: Transparency

STEP 01

Prototype Unit Inspired by
the Volume & Transparency of Water

STEP 02

Deforming the Prototype to Create a
Sense of Enclosure like Arches

STEP 03

Compressing through the Horizontal
Axis to Exaggerate the Wrinkle Effect

PHASE 02: Form Generation

STEP 04

Proliferating & Gradually Changing
Directions for a Dynamic Sequence

Phase 03: Camera Movement

03_Lighten: f(a,b)=max(a,b)

01_Moving & Scaling

02_Color Inversion

Phase 04: Video Editing

03_Difference: f(a,b)= abs(b-a)

02_Color Inversion

01_Scene 02: Rippling

Phase 04: Video Editing

Artwork References

Design Outcomes

ARCHITECTURALIZATION
The inherent spatial characteristic of the
manipulated scenes opens up possibilities
for further architecturalization. The
surging movements of curves are
crystallized into structures and enclosures,
creating a level of transparency and detail
richness with the curvilinear pattern.
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